
Yoodo Flash WOWchers Terms & Conditions 

1. This campaign is open to all eligible Yoodo users who have been active for at least
two  (2)  consecutive  months  immediately  before  the  campaign  period,  with  a
minimum spend of RM20 per month for those two consecutive active months.
Minimum spend of RM20 is per each phone line; spending across multiple phone
lines in the same Yoodo account will not be accumulated.

2. If you’ve more than one phone line under your account, you may redeem a Flash
WOWcher for each eligible phone line i.e. which has (i) been active for at least 2
consecutive months immediately before the campaign period; and has (ii) met the
minimum spend of RM20 per month for those two consecutive months, as stated
above. You may only claim and be rewarded with one Flash WOWcher per eligible
phone line per calendar year.

3. This promotion is based on a  first come first served basis and while stocks last.
Users will  also be subjected to an eligibility verification based on the criteria as
stated  above  and  on  any  other  promotional  requirement  and/or  supporting
documents that Yoodo deems necessary.

4. In the event the user’s preferred / selected Flash WOWcher is out of stock or has
been fully redeemed, Yoodo has the right to replace the preferred / selected Flash
WOWcher  with  any  other  brand  of  Flash  WOWcher  without  prior  notification.
Users are not allowed to request replacement of the brand of Flash WOWcher
received.

5. The Flash WOWcher e-Gift card will be sent to the user’s email within 10 working
days  after  campaign  end  date.  The  e-Gift  card  is  non-transferable,  cannot  be
replaced and is not exchangeable for cash.

6. The validity of the e-Gift card is dependent on the specific usage terms related to
the brand of  the e-Gift  card claimed.  The validity  of  the e-Gift  card cannot  be
extended or changed.

7. Users can contact the respective e-Gift card brand(s) directly for any assistance
related to e-Gift card usage. Information on the e-Gift card brands’ support lines
can be found in the Quick Guide for WOWchers. 

8. Yoodo  reserves  the  right  to  change,  amend,  revise,  supplement,  delete,  vary,
suspend, cancel,  modify or delay any Flash WOWchers campaign terms without
prior notice at any time.

9. Additionally, Yoodo also reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to disqualify and
forfeit any Flash WOWcher e-Gift cards previously given to users found in violation
of the Terms and Conditions or has undertaken fraudulent activities with regards
to this campaign.

10. In the event of a conflict or inconsistency between the English version and other
language versions of these Terms and Conditions, the English version shall prevail.



11. All personal information provided in the course of participation in this Campaign
will  be  subject  to  the  Yoodo’s  Privacy  Notice  which  can  be  found  here.  By
participating  in  this  Campaign,  you  acknowledge  that  you  have  read  Yoodo’s
Privacy Notice and will be deemed to have consented to the collection, use and
disclosure of your Personal Information in accordance with this Privacy Notice 

12. Yoodo’s  decision  in  any matter  in  relation to this  Campaign  shall  be  final  and
conclusive.

https://s1.yoodo.com.my/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/19011010/Yoodo-Privacy-Policy.pdf

